Lucy’s Psychiatric Advice Teller

Give advice to your family and friends like Lucy does from her psychiatric booth. Don’t forget to charge 5 cents, please!

Cut out the advice-teller below so that all of the white edges are gone. Then follow the folding directions on the next page...
Lucy’s Psychiatric Advice Teller

DIRECTIONS:

1. Place your paper with the blank side facing up. Fold each corner point into the center. You should have four flaps with the numbers facing up. Flip the paper over, placing it flap side down.

2. Again, fold all four corner points into the center. You should have four flaps with eight small triangles.

3. Fold the paper in half. Using both hands slide your thumb and index fingers underneath the flaps to open your advice-giver.

4. Invite a friend to ask a question and pick a number between 1 and 8. Open and close the advice-giver as many times as the number they chose. With the advice-giver open, have them select a Peanuts character.

5. Open the flap with that character on it and read them Lucy’s advice!